
 

 

HATE CRIME INFORMATION 

What is a hate crime? 

 

In the simplest terms, a hate crime must include both “hate” and a "crime." 

 

Under the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, people cannot be prosecuted simply for their 
beliefs. People may be offended or upset about beliefs that are untrue or based upon false stereotypes, 
but it is not a crime to express offensive beliefs, or to join with others who share such views. However, 
the First Amendment does not protect against committing a crime, just because the conduct is rooted in 
philosophical beliefs. 

 

Hate 

The term "hate" can be misleading. When used in a hate crime law, the word "hate" does not mean 
rage, anger, or general dislike. In this context “hate” means bias against people or groups with specific 
characteristics that are defined by the law. 

At the federal level, hate crime laws include crimes committed on the basis of the victim’s perceived or 
actual race, color, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, or disability. 

Most state hate crime laws include crimes committed on the basis of race, color, and religion; many also 
include crimes committed on the basis of sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, and disability. 

Crime 

The "crime" in hate crime is often a violent crime, such as assault, murder, arson, vandalism, or threats 
to commit such crimes. It may also cover conspiring or asking another person to commit such crimes, 
even if the crime was never carried out. 

 



 

Why have hate crime laws? 

Hate crimes have a broader effect than most other kinds of crime. Hate crime victims include not only 
the crime’s immediate target but also others like them. Hate crimes affect families, communities, and at 
times, the entire nation. 

Why report hate crimes? 

The Hate Crimes Reporting Gap is the significant disparity between hate crimes that actually occur and 
those reported to law enforcement. It is critical to report hate crimes not only to show support and get 
help for victims, but also to send a clear message that the community will not tolerate these kinds of 
crimes. Reporting hate crimes allows communities and law enforcement to fully understand the scope 
of the problem in a community and put resources toward preventing and addressing attacks based on 
bias and hate. 

 

Terminology 

Hate Crime: At the federal level, a crime motivated by bias against race, color, religion, national origin, 
sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, or disability. 

Bias or Hate Incident: Acts of prejudice that are not crimes and do not involve violence, threats, or 
property damage. 

 

https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#gender-identity
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#color
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#religion
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#ethnicity
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#gender
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#disability
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#sexual-orientation
https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/learn-about-hate-crimes/chart#race

